WHAT TO DO WHEN THERE IS NOTHING TO DO

We all have days at home that are boring. You can’t think of anything to do that’s
fun and exciting. You just feel like just hanging out in bed watching videos on your
phone. After all, what else is there, right? Wrong. You don’t have to fly across the
country or spend lots of money to have a fun, interesting time.
Here are a few ideas. Once you start thinking about the world around your home,
you’ll see other activities that you can do to have fun without spending any money.
By the way, you still get to use your phone when doing these things.

1. Take something apart.
This is really cool, but you need a parent to help you. Ask for a broken machine. It
can be a lawn mower or a tower computer or an old toy or bike. Then ask your
parents for the tools you need. Before you start, go online and read about the safety
steps you need to do the work. You might need eye protection or gloves. Then grab
a screwdriver and get going!
You’ll see how gadgets do what they do. You’ll learn about the insides of machines
and maybe even figure out what is wrong with them. You’ll also learn how to use
tools, something everyone needs to know. Taking something apart is perfect for
when your parents are doing a task beside you.

2. Become an ornithologist.
That long word looks terribly scary, but it means that you study birds. This is so easy
and doesn’t cost much. All you need is a book from the library on local birds and a
pair of binoculars. You could even use your phone. Just take pictures of any birds
you see then go online to find out what kind of birds they are.

Warning: bird watching can be surprisingly fun and lead to a life-long hobby, not just
something you do on your summer vacation.

3. Make a movie.
For this, call the friends who, like you, are bored. Get together and talk about what
kind of movie you want to make. It could be a documentary, where your movie is
about something real. It could be a drama, where you write a script and play pretend.
Then start recording videos. You will need to learn how to write a script, how to talk
clearly, how to question people and how movies really work.

4. Build a bowling alley.
You need some outdoor chalk and a flat place—like your patio or driveway or the
paved area around the school. With the chalk, draw the place where the “pins” will
go, then outline a lane, with a line where you roll the ball. Get some empty plastic
pop bottles and fill them about one-third full with water. Then get a ball—a baseball
will do.
You will need to practice throwing the ball to make sure that the lane is the right
length. The bottles may need more or less water. Play around with your bowling alley
until the ball rolls right and the bottles are filled so that they need a good hit with the
ball to tip over. Once you start building your bowling alley, you might be surprised by
the people who stop to watch you and play.
What is there to do when there’s nothing to do? Go for a walk in the fresh air and use
your imagination. You may just find that the adventure will never stop.

